What’s Up
September 2020

What’s Up
Constellations
During September
at 10.30pm

What’s Up
Planets – September 2020 (ephemeris for the 15

th

of the month)

Planet

Rises Culm Sets Mag

Comments

Mercury

08:46

Mercury passed through superior conjunction last month and is
not observable from our latitudes this month

14:14 19:41

-0.1

The brightest planet puts on a marvellous show this month
blazing away in the eastern skies for several hours before the
Sun rises

Venus

02:41

10:11 17:40

-4

Mars

20:36

03:13 09:46

-2.2

Mars burns redly in the late evening skies in Pisces as it heads
towards opposition next month challenging Jupiter in brightness

Jupiter

16:43

20:36 00:33

-2.3

Jupiter is fading now but still a brilliant sight. Best found in the
early evening lying low in Sagittarius

Saturn

17:08

21:10 01:17

0.4

Saturn keeps company with Jupiter lying a few degrees east of
the king of the planets low in Sagittarius

5.7

Uranus rises at around 8:30pm and will be accessible from soon
after nightfall showing well in the stars of southern Aries
throughout the night.

7.8

Neptune offers its best observing opportunity of the year this
month as it reaches opposition on the 11th September and can
be found in Aquarius

Uranus

Neptune

20:38

19:10

03:55 11:08

00:47 06:19

What’s Up
Conjunctions
6th September
Close approach of
Moon and Mars
FOV 2.5°
25x100 Binoculars

What’s Up
Conjunctions
14th September
Close approach
of Moon and
Venus with the
Beehive Cluster
FOV 6.5°
10x50 Binoculars

What’s Up
Conjunctions
25th September
Close approach
of Moon and
Jupiter

FOV 8.2°
8x40 Binoculars

What’s Up
Conjunctions
24th September
Close approach
of Moon and
Jupiter

FOV 8.2°
8x40 Binoculars

What’s Up
Conjunctions
25th September
Close approach
of Moon and
Saturn

FOV 6.5°
10x50 Binoculars

What’s Up
Conjunctions
3rd October
Close approach
of Moon and
Mars

FOV 4.5°
15x70 Binoculars

What’s Up
Events – September 2020
1st Sept – 15th Sept
17th Sept – 2nd Oct

Visible ISS Passes

2nd September

Full Moon

6th September

Close approach of the Moon and Mars

8th September

Venus reaches highest point in morning sky

10th September

Moon at Last Quarter

11th September

Neptune at opposition

14th September

Close approach of the Moon and Venus

17th September

New Moon

19th September

Mercury reaches highest point in evening sky

22nd September

September equinox

24th September

Moon at First Quarter

25th September

Close approach of the Moon and Jupiter

25th September

Close approach of the Moon and Saturn

1st October

Mercury at greatest elongation east

1st October

Full Moon

1st October

GAS Meeting

3rd October

Close approach of the Moon and Mars

12th – 18th October

Kelling Heath Star Party – Autumn 2019

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
M31 - The Andromeda Galaxy
Galaxy in Andromeda
One of the brightest of the Messier objects M31
lies 2.5 million Ly away and is visible to the naked
eye. A favourite target of visual observers and
imagers alike. Under good skies several prominent
dark dust lane can be seen. Bright M32 and defuse
M110 lie close to M31 and the trio make a lovely
group in a low powered widefield eyepiece.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
NGC 7662
The Snowball Nebula in Andromeda
A bright slightly oblate planetary nebula with a distinct
blue/green colour. It appears star like in binoculars but in
even small scopes its non-stellar nature becomes
apparent. Larger instruments will reveal the structure of
the nebula.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
Eta Cassiopeiae - Achird
Double star in Cassiopeia
A strikingly colourful pair of stars. Eta's mag 3.4
primary is bright yellow, while its dim mag 7.5
companion looks deep orange with a hint of red.
the two stars are separated by 13”

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
NGC 884 & 869
The Double Cluster in Perseus
One of the glories of the winter skies the double cluster
looks stunning in binoculars or a scope with a low power
wide field eyepiece. Each cluster comprises of 170+
stars, are separated by only a few hundred light years
and lie about 7000 light years from Earth
.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
Messier 92
Globular Cluster in Hercules
This is an impressive and ancient globular cluster
probably the oldest in the Milky Way and easily
located between the keystone of Hercules and the
head of Draco. It is often overlooked due its
proximity to the more spectacular M13 and is a
little harder to locate but is well worth a visit.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
Struve 2470 and 2474
Multiple Star in Lyra
Well worth a visit this attractive quartet of
stars, the “other” double double in Lyra is
often overlooked due to its proximity to its
more famous neighbour. The pairs lie parallel
to each other and are more easily split than
Epsilon Lyrae.

Struve 2470 & 2474

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
Messier 108
Galaxy in Ursa Major
This is a fine edge-on barred spiral galaxy whish appears
as a bright bar with several dark streaks across it . It
appears to have no central bulge or bright core and shows
as a mottled ellipse that can be found close to Beta Ursae
Majoris. Lying 1° to the southeast is the Owl nebula
(M97) which we featured in last months What’s Up.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
NGC 7331 & the Deer Lick Galaxy Group
Galaxy in Pegasus
A spiral galaxy discovered by William Herschel in 1784. It is
oriented nearly edge on and has prominent dust lanes and
a large extended core. It has four faint companion galaxies
nearby that may be glimpsed with averted vision under
good dark skies which collectively are known as the Deer
Lick Galaxy Group

What’s Up
Next Meeting

Thursday
1st October
Dr Mikako Matsuura
Cardiff University
A Zoom talk:
Searching for the neutron star in Supernova 1987A
Since the explosion of Supernova 1987A, it has been predicted that a neutron star has been formed within.
Despite intensive search of the neutron star over 30 years, it has been never detected.
Our latest ALMA observations might have show a hint of the neutron star, which I am going to present.

